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with the value calculated from the relations derived previously4 
for the ring ultramicroelectrode. The values were found to be the 
same within estimated experimental error. 

Conclusions 
It is clear that a variety of new and interesting chemical systems 

may be investigated by taking advantage of the unusual properties 
of ultramicroelectrodes. High rates of mass transport, reduction 
of ohmic losses in solution, and low capacitive currents allow 
measurements to be made under conditions that heretofore have 

been considered futile. Highly energetic species exhibiting large 
size changes upon electron transfer may be studied electrochem- 
ically due to the great difference in solvation energies of the 
conjugate redox pair. 
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The size and composition distributions of mixed surfactant-alcohol micellar aggregates are derived by minimizing the free 
energy of the system subject to mass conservation constraints. When regions of different geometry within the aggregate 
(e.g. the hemispherical "caps" and the cylindrical "body" of spherocylindrical (rodlike) micelles) are treated as different 
microphases, the minimization of the free energy leads to explicit expressions that relate uniquely the compositions of these 
microenvironments to each other and to the overall composition of the solution. It is shown that at high amphiphile concentrations 
(but still in the dilute solution regime) the average aggregation number of binary rodlike aggregates varies with the total 
amphiphilt: concentration, S ,  according to S2l5, compared to the SI/* dependence for pure aggregates. The theory is applied 
to rodlike micelles comprising ionic surfactants and nonionic (long-chain alcohol) cosurfactants. The alcohol is modeled 
as a "spacer" that dilutes the charge density at the micelle-water interface, thereby reducing the electrostatic repulsion between 
the ionic head groups. It is shown that the alcohol is preferentially partitioned into the regions of lower curvature, where 
it is more efficient in relieving the electrostatic strain. It is found that the addition of very small amounts of cosurfactant 
first leads to a decrease in the average micellar size. After reaching a (typically shallow) minimum (at - 1% cosurfactant 
concentration), further addition of alcohol leads to a monotonic increase in the average micelle size. 

1. Introduction 
Amphiphilic aggregates comprised of two or more components 

are of wide interest from various points of view. For example, 
biological membranes usually contain several types of phospho- 
lipids as well as other species such as cholesterol, and their 
properties depend on the composition of the bilayer. The sur- 
factant films in water-in-oil microemulsions are commonly sta- 
bilized by the addition of short-chain alcohols. Finally, incor- 
poration of bile salts into lecithin vesicles leads, above a certain 
concentration, to destabilization of the vesicles and a phase 
transition to a micellar phase. Numerous additional examples 
demonstrating the wide interest in mixed micellar aggregates may 
be found in various reviews.'-4 

The phase diagram of an ionic surfactant-water mixture is 
dramatically enriched when a nonionic cosurfactant, such as a 
long-chain alcohol, is added to the system. At low surfactant 
concentrations addition of alcohol promotes the formation of 
lyotropic nematic phases of small and anisotropic (rodlike and 
disklike) micelles; these phases are stable within a narrow region 

(1) See: Mittal, K. L., Lindman, B., Eds. Surfactants in Solution; Plenum: 
New York, 1984; Vol. 1-3 and other volumes in this series. 

(2) Degiorgio, V.; Corti, M.,  Eds. Physics of Amphiphiles: Micelles, 
Vesicles and Microemulsions; North Holland; Amsterdam, 1985. 

(3) Wennerstrom, H.; Lindman, B. Phys. Rep. 1980, 52,  1. 
(4) Tanford, C. The Hydrophobic Effect; Wiley: New York, 1980. 

of the phase At higher surfactant concentrations, 
when the micellar aggregates are very long cylinders packed in 
an ordered hexagonal phase, addition of alcohol indqces a tran- 
sition to a lamellar 

The role of the nonionic cosurfactant in ionic aggregates is 
believed to be that of a "spacer" that, by interposing itself between 
the charged surfactant head groups, dilutes the surface charge 
density, thereby relieving part of the electrostatic strain due to 
head-group The structural changes induced by the 

(5)  See, e.&: Lawson, K. D.; Flautt, T. J .  J .  Am. Chem. Sac. 1967, 89, 
5489. Forrest, B. J.; Reeves, L. W. Chem. Rev. 1981, I ,  81. Yu, L. J.; Saupe, 
A. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1980, 45, 1000. Charvolin, J.;  Samulski, E.; Levelut, A. 
M. J .  Phys. Lett. 1979, 40, L-587. 

(6) Hendrikx, Y.; Charvolin, J.; Rawiso, M.; Liebert, L.; Holmes, M. C .  
1. Phys. Chem. 1983,87, 3991. 

( 7 )  Charvolin, J.; Hendrikx, Y. In Liquid Crystals of One and Two Di- 
mensional Order; Helfrich, W., Hepke, G . ,  Eds.; Springer: Berlin, 1980; 
Springer Series in Chemical Physics, Vol. 1 1 ,  p 299 Charvolin, J .  J .  Chim. 
Phys. 1983, 80, 15. 

(8) Mather, D. E.; J .  Colloid Interface Sci. 1976, 57, 240. Parseghian, 
V. A. Trans. Faraday SOC. 1966, 62, 848. 

(9) Zana, R.; Picot, C.; Duplessix, R.  J .  Colloid. Interface Sci. 1983, 93, 
43. Benton, W. J.; Miller, C. A. J .  Phys. Chem. 1983,87, 4981. Almgren, 
M.; Swarup, S. J .  Phys. Chem. 1983, 87, 816; J.  Colloid. Interface Sci. 1983, 
91, 256. 

(10) For the role of cosurfactant in microemulsions see, e.g.: Stilbs, P.; 
Rapack, K.; Lindman, B. J .  Colloid. Interface Sei. 1983, 95, 583. Mukerjee, 
S.; Miller, C. A,; Fort, T.  J.  Colloid. Interface Sci. 1983,91, 223. de Gennes, 
P. G.; Taupin, C. J .  Phys. Chem. 1982, 86, 2294. 
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addition of cosurfactant suggest that its effect may differ 
(quantitatively) from one micellar geometry to another (e.g., 
cylindrical vs. lamellar). Recent neutral scattering experiments 
with contrast variation" reveal that when a long-chain alcohol 
is added to a micellar solution of anisotropic aggregates comprising 
regions of different local geometry, it is partitioned preferentially 
into the regions of lower curvature (where it is more effective in 
reducing the electrostatic repulsion12). In recent studies we have 
employed these notions to explain qualitatively the role of co- 
surfactant in stabilizing nematic phases of small rodlike mi- 
~elles,~~3'~ as well as the relative stabilities of the isotropic, nematic, 
hexagonal, and lamellar phases in surfactant-cosurfactant-water 
mixtures.14 

In this paper we focus on the effects of added cosurfactants 
on the size and composition distributions of rodlike micelles in 
a dilute isotropic solution. Rodlike micelles, usually depicted as 
spherocylinders,l5-I9 are characterized by polydisperse size dis- 
tributions. Being "one-dimensional" objects, they do not spon- 
taneously grow to infinite size, even at  high amphiphile 
concentrations-as opposed to "two-dimensional" disklike ag- 
gregates, which tend to form infinite lamellae already at  low 
 concentration^.^^ Our present analysis is relevant to all those 
systems exhibiting a "sphere-to-rod" transition, of which the SDS 
(sodium dodecyl sulfate)-water system is probably the best known 
example. 

The driving force for micellar growth is the difference between 
the standard chemical potentials per amphiphile, pio, in regions 
of different curvatures i.15-19 For instance, disklike micelles grow 
into lamellae because pb0, the chemical potential in the flat 
(bilayer) part, is lower than F,", the chemical potential in the 
hemicylindrical rim surrounding the disk. Similarly, sphero- 
cylindrical micelles tend to increase in size (against entropy) 
because p,", the standard chemical potential in the hemispherical 
ends of the micelle, is higher than p,", the chemical potential in 
the cylindrical midsection. Added cosurfactant modifies the charge 
density a t  the micellar interface and thus affects pio. The extent 
of the change in pi0 depends both on the amount of cosurfactant 
added and on the local curvature of the micellar environment, i. 
If, as noted above, the cosurfactant partitions preferentially into 
regions of lower curvature, we should expect a rather complex 
effect on, say, pso - pCo and consequently on the micellar size 
distribution. 

In section 3, starting from basic statistical mechanical principles, 
we derive explicit expressions for the size and composition dis- 
tributions of mixed micelles. The derivation is general and applies 
to all types of binary aggregates. The formalism accounts ex- 
plicitly for the different compositions of micellar regions with 
different curvatures, the relationships between these compositions, 
their fluctuations, and their dependence upon the overall com- 
position of the solution. 

A molecular theory of mixed (including rodlike) aggregates 
has recently been presented by Nagarajan." This work is mainly 
concerned with the variation of the cmc (critical micelle con- 
centration) and the average aggregation number with the overall 

(1 1) Hendrikx, Y.; Charvolin, J.; Rawiso, M. J .  Colloid. Interface Sci. 
1984, 100, 597. 

(12) Gelbart, W. M.; McMullen, W. E.; Masters, A,; Ben-Shaul, A. 
Langmuir 1985, 1, 101. 

(13) Gelbart, W. M.; McMullen, W. E.; Ben-Shaul, A. J. Phys. (Les Ulis, 
Fr.) 1985, 46, 1137. 

(14) Chen, Z.-Y.; Ben-Shaul, A.; Gelbart, W. M. Theory of Phase 
Transitions in SurfactantlAlcoholf Water Systems, preprint. 

(15) (a) Israelachvili, J. N.; Mitchell, D. J.; Ninham, B. W. J.  Chem. Soc., 
Faraday Trans. 2 1976, 72, 1525. (b) Israelachvili, J. N.; Marcelja, S.; Horn, 
R. G. Q. Reu. Biophys. 1980, 13, 121. (c) Israelachvili, J. N. in ref 2, p 24. 
(d) Israelachvili, J. N.; Mitchell, D. J.; Ninham, B. W. Biochim. Biophys. 
Acta 1977, 470, 185. 

(16) Missel, P. J.; Mazer, N.  A.; Benedek, G. B.; Young, C. Y.; Carey, 
M. C. J.  Phys. Chem. 1980, 84, 1044. 

(17) Ruckenstein, E.; Nagarajan, R. J.  Phys. Chem. 1975, 79,  2622. 
(18) Mukerjee, P. J. Phys. Chem. 1972, 76, 565 .  
(19) Nagarajan, R.; Ruckenstein, E. J. Colloid Interface Sei. 1977, 60, 

(20) Nagarajan, R. Langmuir 1985, I ,  331 
221. 

composition of the solution. However, it does not account for the 
variations in composition with the local curvature (or the new 
dependence of average size on concentration which ensues) and 
does not specifically deal with surfactant-alcohol systems, which 
are two major issues in the present paper. Similarly, Stecker and 
Benedekzl have treated micellar size distributions and phase 
equilibria in two-component systems, with primary reference to 
bilayer-like bile salt/lecithin aggregates and spherical micro- 
emulsion droplets. Again, while addressing many interesting 
aspects of mixed micelles, they do not concern themselves with 
partitioning of the cosurfactant in different curvatures. The 
dependence of the composition on local micellar environment has 
been analyzed by Israelachvili et in their model for binary 
lipid vesicles. They found that the two components are asym- 
metrically partitioned between the inner and outer shells of the 
vesicle, but the effects of this asymmetry on the size distribution 
were not analyzed. 

As an introduction to section 3 and in order to provide a ref- 
erence for comparisons, we briefly outline in section 2 the basic 
principles governing the size distribution of "pure" (single-com- 
ponent) rodlike micelles. All the important results in this section 
are ~ e l l - k n o w n , ~ ~ * ~ ~  but they are derived here with a slightly 
different formulation that is especially convenient for our extension 
to the mixed-micelle case. Specialization of the formal treatment 
of section 3 to surfactant-alcohol systems is presented in section 
4, where explicit expressions are derived for the fi,"'s as functions 
of the composition. Numerical examples are provided in section 
5 ,  as well as a discussion of our predictions concerning partitioning 
effects and new dependences of average size on concentration. 

2. Size Distribution: Single-Component Micelles 
In order to analyze the effects of added cosurfactant on the 

size distribution of micellar aggregates, we first discuss the limiting 
case of one-component micelles. Consider an aqueous solution 
containing N surfactant molecules in volume V and temperature 
T. Above the cmc the surfactant molecules associate into ag- 
gregates of different sizes (and possibly different shapes). Let 
N,, denote the number of micelles containing n molecules (including 
the free monomers, n = l ) ,  so that 

&Nn = N 
n 

The system is in a state of dynamical equilibrium: molecules 
or groups of molecules are exchanged between aggregates and 
the size distribution (N,) is, in principle, a fluctuating quantity. 
Thus, the partition function of the system (in the ideal solution 
limit) is given by2* 

where the summation is over all distributions consistent with the 
conservation condition (2.1). qn is the partition function of a single 
n aggregate in solution. qn incorporates all the external (trans- 
lation, rotation) and internal (heads and tails) degrees of freedom 
of the micelle, as well as surfactant-solvent interactions. l 9  

In the thermodynamic limit the fluctuations in (N,) around the 
most probable distribution, (Nn*), (or equivalently the "average" 
distribution (N,)) are negligible, and the partition function (actually 
its logarithm) can be approximated by the maximum term in 
(2.2):22 In Q({N,J) -In Q({N,*J). The most probable distribution 
is the one that minimizes the (Helmholtz) free energy A = -kT 
In Q, expressed as a functional of (Nn], subject to (2.1). Explicitly, 
we write 

A(INnJ) = -kT In Q((Nn1) = 
-kTKEp,[ln (qn/V - In pn + l i  = 

n 
p ~ Y , [ ~ , "  + k T l n  Yn - kT] (2.3) 

n 

(21) Stecker, M. M.; Benedek, G. B. J .  Phys. Chem. 1984, 88, 6519. 
(22) See, e g :  Hill, T. L. Introduction to Statistical Thermodynamics; 

Addison Wesley: Reading, MA, 1960. 
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where p,, = N,,/ V is the number density of n micelles (Stirling's 
approximation In N,! = N,, In N,, - N,, has been used in the second 
equality). Y,, is a dimensionless concentration variable defined 
by 

Yn Nn/(CnNn + Nw) = P n / P  (2.4) 
n 

Here p = (ZnN,,  + N,) /V = ( N  + N,)/V is the "average number 
density" of the solution; N ,  is the number of solvent (water) 
molecules. Note that X,, = nu,, is the mole fraction of surfactant 
molecules incorporated into n aggregates. Hence 

S = CnY,, = EX,, (2.5) 
n n 

is the total mole fraction of surfactant in the solution. Finally 

is the standard chemical potential of n micelles "on the Y scale" 
(for a given (N,,) or, equivalently, (Y,,)). 

Note from (2.3) that the Gibbs potential is G = EN,+,, = A 
+ IIV = p c Y n ( p n o  + kT In Y,,), where II = (C,N, , )kT/V is 
the osmotic pressure of the ideal solution and 

Mn = l.Ln O + k T  In Y,, (2.7) 

is the chemical potential of n aggregates (for a given (Y,,)). 
The most probable size distribution (N,,*) = (pY,,*) is the dis- 

tribution that minimizes A ,  eq 2.3, subject to the conservation 
constraint (2.1). The minimization procedure, using the method 
of Lagrange multipliers, is standard2* and yields 

(2.8) 

Here P = l/(kT), and x is the Lagrangian multiplier associated 
with the constraint (2.1): its value is determined by substituting 
(2.8) into (2.1). All the equilibrium thermodynamic properties 
of the system, e.g., A and p,,, are obtained by substituting Yn* 
for Y,, in the appropriate expression. Hereafter the asterisk su- 
perscript will be omitted and it should be understood that all 
quantities involving Y,, (or N,,, pn, etc.) refer to their most probable 
values. 

Equation 2.8 applies to all n, including the free monomers in 
solution, n = 1, as a special case. Thus, from (2.7) and (2.8), we 
find that 

(2.9) 

is simply the monomer's chemical potential. Of course, the fact 
that x is a constant is equivalent to the requirement that, a t  
equilibrium, the chemical potential per monomer, p,, will be the 
same in all "environments" (a free surfactant in solution or a 
surfactant incorporated into a micelle of size n, regardless of n ) .  
Equation 2.9 is also the condition for "chemical equilibrium" in 
a system involving the "chemical (association-dissociation) 
reactions" 

Yn* = exp[-P(kn' + xn)l 

-X = p1 = p,, = p,/n 

nAl A,, (2.10) 

where AI  denotes a monomer and A,, an n aggregate. (Note that 
(2.9) also implies, as it should, other "sets" of chemical equilibria, 
e.g., mA, + nA,). From (2.8) we also obtain the "law of mass 
action" corresponding to (2.10) 

Yn = Yl" exp[P(nl.Ll" - l .~n')I  (2.1 1) 

It remains "only" to specify an explicit expression for l.~,," in 
order to calculate the micellar size distribution. Note that M,," 
is in fact the free energy of an n aggregate whose center of mass 
is fixed in space. Micellar aggregates are usually depicted as 
particles with well-defined geometrical characteristics. For ex- 
ample rod-shaped aggregates are modeled as spherocylinders 
(cylinders capped by two hemispheres); similarly, disklike micelles 
are described as a circular portion of a bilayer surrounded by a 
hemicylindrical rim. Thus, in general, the micelle comprises 
regions, or "environments", of different curvature, such as the 
spherical cap and cylindrical body of a spherocylinder or the inner 

and outer layers of a vesicle. The case of rod-shaped micelles is 
of particular interest because their size distribution is always 
polydisperse and strongly dependent upon surfactant concentration. 
Also, the average micellar size depends on other factors such as 
salt concentration, addition of alcohol, and temperature variations. 
The growth of SDS micelles from spheres to rods is probably the 
best known example of a system exhibiting these behaviors. 
Accordingly our discussion will be confined henceforth to am- 
phiphilic aggregates that, upon an increase in concentration, grow 
from spheres to (increasingly longer) rods. 

Regarding rodlike micelles as spherocylinders, we shall follow 
the common picture according to which the smallest possible 
micelles are spheres containing m surfactant molecules. Larger 
micelles are described as spherocylinders containing m/2 molecules 
in each hemispherical cap and n - m molecules in the cylindrical 
body. With this picture and the assumption that the caps and 
body comprise different microenvironments (microphases) one 
hasls-19 

(2.12) 

Here p,," is the average standard chemical potential per monomer 
in an n micelle. p," is the corresponding quantity in a spherical 
micelle or (equivalently) in each of the two hemispherical caps, 
and p," is the average standard chemical potential in the cylindrical 
section. (In the limit of a very long micelle p,," - p-" = pco while 
the case n = m corresponds to E,," = Em" = ji,", Le., a spherical 
micelle). Equation 2.12 applies to n 1 m: the model assumes 
that there are no micelles of size 1 < n < m, which is equivalent 
to assuming p," = m for all these intermediate sizes, cf. (2.8). 

Micelle formation is driven by the hydrophobic effect: which, 
in the present context, implies pl" - p," > 0; Le., the (standard) 
free energy of an amphiphilic molecule is lowered upon transfer 
from the solution into an aggregate. On the other hand, micellar 
growth (sphere-to-rod transition) takes place because p," - pco 
> 0, Le., because the cylindrical environment is thermodynamically 
preferred over the spherical one. Otherwise only small micelles, 
n - m, will exist in solution as they are entropically favorable. 
Thus, in the following we shall only be interested in the case p," 
-E," > 0 (a > 0) in (2.12)). It should be noted that the chemical 
potential difference responsible for micelle formation from mo- 
nomers, l . ~ ~ "  - p,', is considerably larger than the difference p,' 
- p,", which causes micellar growth. In SDS solutions for instance 
the two differences are -20kT and -0.3kT, r e ~ p e c t i v e l y . ~ ~ ~ ' ~  

Substituting (2.12) in (2.8) or (2.1 l ) ,  we find that (Y,} is a 
simple geometric series 

Y,, = Bqfl ( n  1 rn) (2.13) 

where 

B = e-n = exp[-Pm(P," - f ic")l  (2.14) 

and 

4 = exP[-P(p," + x)l (2.15a) 

= Yl exp[fl(l.L1" - jicO)l = YI/D (2.15b) 

With (2.13), all the moments of Y,, can easily be evaluated. 

Mk = x3nkyfl = Yl -k B ?Ik@' (2.16) 

Defining the kth moment of Y,, by 

n nLm 

we find 

(2.17) 

Note in particular that M I  = S is a conserved quantity; cf. (2.16) 
and (2.5). The value of q and hence Y,, and all related quantities 
(Mk, p,,, A,  etc.) is determined by solving 
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where we have used (2.15) and (2.17). 
Equation 2.18 can be solved (numerically) for q (hence x and 

Y,, cf. (2.14) and (2.15)) as a function of the molecular parameters 
B and D and the concentration S. We shall be particularly 
interested in the "high concentration regime" (but still in the ideal 
solution limit) where the free monomer concentration is negligible; 
Le., S >> Yl = Dq. This regime corresponds to q - 1, implying 

Y,  - D = exp[-@(K,' - ,!I,")] (2.19a) - exp[-P(cLIo - Ps")l (2.19b) 

where the second line is based on the fact that 11,' - p,'I >> Ips" 
-p,"I. (The free monomer concentration is only weakly dependent 
on S and can thus be associated here with the cmc. For instance, 
for S = 2Yl one can safely assume that only spherical micelles, 
n = m, exist so that mYm = Y, = S/2.  With (2,11), this cor- 
responds to Y ,  = ( l /m)l / (m-l)  exp(-[m/(m - I)]fl(p10 - &')], 
which is essentially the same as the limiting value (2.19)). 

The S >> Yl(q - 1) limit also leads to, cf. (2.18) 

M I  = S N B/(1 - q ) *  (2.20a) 

or 

q - 1 - (B/S)1/* (2.20b) 

With this value of q (hence x, cf. (2.15)), Y, and all its moments 
are easily evaluated. Explicitly, in the q - 1 limit, the moments, 
Mk,  are given by 

Mk = B k ! / ( l  - q ) k - '  ( q  - 1) (2.21) 

Thus, for example, the weight average of micelles is given by 

(n) = C n2yn/(  nu,,) = 
n>m n>m 

(M* - Y , ) / ( M ,  - Y,)  = M 2 / M ]  = 2(S/B)'/2 ( q  - 1) 
(2.22) 

Similarly, the width of the size distribution is 

u = [(n') - (n)*]'/* = (2S/B)'/* = (n)/2"* (2.23) 

In the next section we shall see how these well-known  result^'^ 
are modified by the presence of added cosurfactant. 

3. Size Distribution: Mixed Micelles 
In this section we derive exact and approximate expressions for 

the size and size-composition distributions (and their moments) 
of mixed micelles containing two amphiphilic components, A and 
B. We shall refer to A and B as the "surfactant" and 
"cosurfactant" (alcohol), respectively. Yet, the specific character 
of B as a cosurfactant will become explicit only in the next section: 
the formulation here is general and applies to any pair of am- 
phiphiles A and B. As in section 2 we consider spherocylindrical 
aggregates. We shall assume that the hydrophilic heads of A and 
B are both anchored near the micelle-water interface. Fur- 
thermore, it will be understood that A and B differ only in their 
hydrophilic heads, e+, ionic as in SDS (A) and nonionic as in 
dodecanol (B). The hydrophobic tails are taken to have the same 
length and volume. In this case the radius of the hemispherical 
caps as well as the radius of the cylindrical body can be regarded 
independent of the A/B ratio. (If A and B have different hy- 
drophobic tails the composition dependence of micellar dimensions 
must be taken into account. In principle, the extension of the 
treatment below to such cases is straightforward, at least formally. 
Yet, actual calculations are considerably more involved.) 

Our interest here is in amphiphile concentrations well above 
the cmc, where the monomer concentration is both negligible and 
constant. In an A-B mixture the free monomer concentrations 

(and similarly the cmc) are different from those of single-am- 
phiphile s o l ~ t i o n s . ~ ~ ~ ~  Yet, in both cases, above the cmc, the free 
monomers play no role in determining micellar growth. Ac- 
cordingly, in the following discussion we shall ignore the free 
monomers and describe the solution as a system of aggregates of 
sizes n >- m. 

Let n A  and n B  denote the number of A and B molecules in a 
micelle of size n = HA + nB. Since the hemispherical caps and 
the cylindrical body of a spherocylindrical micelle are different 
microenvironments, the fractions of B molecules in these two 
environments are, in general, different. We shall specify the 
chemical compositions in the spherical and cylindrical regions by 
X, and A,, respectively, where 

As = nBS/m = n B S / ( n A s  + nBS) 

X, = nBC/(n - m) = n B C / ( n A C  + nBc) 

(3.la) 

(3.lb) 

Here nBS is the number of B molecules in the (two) hemispherical 
caps, etc., and nA = nAS + nAC and nB = nBS + nBC. The overall 
mole fraction of B in a micelle containing n = nA + ne molecules 
is 

1 
n X = -[mAs + (n - m)A,] = A, + (m/n)(h, - A,) (3.2) 

Clearly, in the limit n >> m we have X - A,. The limit X - 0 
corresponds to a pure A micelle. 

The mixed micellar aggregates may differ not only in their 
overall size, n = n A  + nB, but also in their overall composition, 
A, as well as in the compositions X, and X, of their spherical and 
cylindrical portions. Assuming a random distribution (ideal 
mixing) of A and B in each microenvironment (spherical or 
cylindrical) we need three independent variables to characterize 
a given aggregate, e.g., n, nBC, bBS, or nA, nB, nBc, or n, A, A,, etc. 
The sizecomposition distribution of the aggregates is accordingly 
specified by YnnenBC (or YnA,nBc%ns, etc.). For given total mole 
fractions of the two components, SA and SB, the distribution 
{Y,,,BcdBs] must now satisfy two conservation constraints, analogous 
to (2.5). Since S = SA + SB is also constant we choose to write 
these two constraints in terms of S and SB, namely - n-m m = 

n=m n B C = ~  ,i=o n=m 
S = c c c nYn,nBc,nB~ = c nY, (3.3) 

and 
= n-m m - n  

SB c nBYn,nBC,neS = nBYn,nB (3.4) 
n=m n s % ~  n=m ns=O 

where 
fls f l g f l g C  

Yn,ns = c c Yn,ngC,ng~  (3.5) 
nBC=O nBs=O 

is the concentration of n micelles containing nB molecules, re- 
gardless of their distribution between caps (s) and body (c); i.e., 
the summation in (3.5) is over all nBs and nBc such that nBs + nBC 
= n B .  Similarly 

n-m m " 
Yn = C Yn,n,C,n,s = C Yn,n, (3.6) 

n,c=o n;=o ne=O 

is the concentration of n micelles regardless of how many B 
molecules they contain and regardless of their distribution between 
caps and body. We shall be particularly interested in the difference 
between the Y, for pure micelles (section 2) for a given S and 
Un for mixed micelles as calculated from (3.6) for given S and 

The average fraction of B molecules in micelles of size n, (A), 
= ( n e ) / n  = ~ n B ( n B / n ) ( Y n , n B / Y n )  varies with n. The average of 
this quantity over all micellar sizes ( A )  is, of course, equal to A 
= S,/S, the ratio between the concentration of B molecules and 
the total concentration of amphiphiles (A and B). This relation 
follows from 

S B .  
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A = SB/S = ~ ~ n B Y n , , / ~ n Y , ,  = C(A),,nY,,/CnY, = ( A )  

(3.7) 
n nB n n n 

As in the case of single-component aggregates, the most 
probable size distribution ( Png~,ng~) is determined by minimizing 
the free energy A({ Y,nBe,,,Bc]) subject to the appropriate constraints 
on Y. In the present case we have two (conservation) constraints, 
(3.3) and (3.4), as opposed to the single constraint, (2.5), in the 
case of pure micelles. Analogous considerations to those of section 
2 lead to the following expression for the free energy functional 
(cf. (2.3)): 

n-m m 

(3.8) 

where pon,ng~,,,gc = -kT In (qn,npc,nBs/pV) is the standard chemical 
potential of an (n ,  neC, nBs) micelle and p = (NA + NB + N,)/V 
is the total number density of the solution. 

Minimization of A subject to (3.3) and (3.4) yields 

Yn,nBc,nB~ = exP[-P(~on,nB~~nB~ + ~n + + n ~ ) l  (3.9) 

where x and + are the Lagrange multipliers associated with (3.3) 
and (3.4), respectively. (Note that Xn + $nB = XnA + (x  + +)nB; 
Le., +A = x and = x + + would be the Lagrange multipliers 
if the constraints had been expressed in terms of SA,  SB rather 
than S, SB. The result for Y is of course identical.) The numerical 
values of x and + must be such that (3.3) and (3.4) are simul- 
taneously satisfied. After evaluating these parameters, we can 
use (3.9) to calculate the size-composition distribution, its mo- 
ments, and related properties, e.g., the (composition averaged) 
size distribution, Y,,, cf. (3.6), and its moments ( n k ) .  First, though, 
we derive some closed-form expressions for these quantities. 

Since the micelles are spherocylinders we can write, in analogy 
to (2.12) 

Pon,ngc,ng' = mPs0(A,) + ( n  - m)PCo(X,) (3.10) 

with A, = nBs,!m, A, = n B c / ( n  - m) as before. Note that the 
standard chemical potential per monomer in the two environments 
now depend on the corresponding composition. Substituting (3.10) 
into (3.9), we have 

Yn,ngc,nga = exp{-P[xn + mf,(A,) + (n  - mlfc(A,)l) (3.1 1) 

with 

f ; (Ai)  = &"(Ai) + +Ai (i = s, c) (3.12) 

Now, the sum (3.6) can be expressed in the form 

Y,, = wntn (3.13) 

?here p,, is the maximal term in the sum; Le., Fn = f,,rith~, where 
A, = i tBc/ (n  - m )  and A, = ABs/m are the most probable compo- 
sitions of the cylindrical and spherical parts of an n micelle, 
respectively. W,,, defined by (3.13), will be referred to as the 
"width" (or "degeneracy" or "polydispersity") of the composition 
distribution for micejles of size n. 

We first evaluate Y, by requiring dYn,nBc,ns~/ldn~ = 0 (i = s, c). 
Using (3.1 I ) ,  we find that these conditions imply 

The first equality in this equation establishes a unique, though 
at the moment implicit, relationsh9 between A, and A, (i.e., given 
A,, the first equality determines X, a?d vice versa). Of course, 
to obtain an explicit relation between X, and A, explicit expressions 
for &"(Ai) are required; see section 4. The equality of both 
derivatives in (3.14) to 4 determines the specific values of X, and 
X, correspocding to S and SB. Since + is independent of n so also 
are A, and A,. -Thus, the most probable composition in the cyl- 
indrical part (A,) is the same for  all micellar sizes, and similarly 
for A,. This result is not surprising and, in fact, could be antic- 
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ipated on the basis of qualitative physical arguments: At equi- 
librium the compositions of identical environments (microphases), 
such as the cylindrical parts of different aggregates, must be the 
same. 

The first equality in (3.14) has another interesting interpre- 
tation. Consider a specific micelle with a given total number of 
amphiphiles n and a given overall composition X = nB/n = [mX, 
+ ( n  - m)AJ/n. For given n and A, m dA, = -(n - m) dX,. Thus, 
using (3.10), we find 

Comparing this result with (3.14),^we see that-the derivative on 
the left-hand side is zero when X, = A, and A,= A,. in  other words, 
for any n and A the most probable values, A, and A,, alsc ensure 
minimization of pon,ngc,,,g9 with respect to the distribution of B (and 
A) between the regions of different curvatures in a given micelle. 
Again, this is not surprising, because as noted in the previous 
section, po,,,BfCss is the free energy of an (n, nBC, nBS) micelle. A, 
= X, and X, = A, ensure that this free energy is minimized for each 
micelle, with respect to its internal composition. The second 
equality in (3.14) guarantees that, in addition, the most probable 
X, and A, are the samelfor all n. In this connection it should be 
noted that since A, and A, are tee same for all n, the overall optimal 
composition of an n micelle, A = A, varies with n according to 

i = in = i, + (rn/n)(i, - A,). (3.16) 

Since i, and-& are independent of n, the overall composition of 
the micelle, ?,, cle_arly does depend on n. _For example, for n - 
m we have Am = A, whereas for n >> m, X, - A,, as expected. 

It is interesting to note further that in our earlier treatments12J3 
of cosurfactant partitioning we had focused attention on interaction 
effects (e.g., the isotropic-nematic transition in concentrated 
solutions). Accordingly we considered only the monodisperse case 
in order to avoid the copplications associated with n-dependent 
micellar compositions, A,. That is, we suppressed X,, say, via nX 
= mX, + (n - m)A, and minimized pon,x,X8 - pon,& with respect 
to A, for fixed A. [Note that X is identically equal to ( A )  = A 
= SB/S in the single-n (monodisperse) case.] In this way we 
obtained pno, from which we minimized pn = p,,O + In (S/n) with 
respect to n to obtain (n),o,,probable as a function of S and A. 

Y, = Y,,,fiBC,fiS' = Bq. (3.17) 

From (3.11) it follows that 
- . .  

where 2 and 4 are functions of is and i,, defined by 

B e-& = exp{-pmK(i,) -f,(i,)]] (3.18) 

The formal analogy between (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15a), and 
(3.17), (3.18), and (3.!9), respectively, is transparent. Namely, 
the n dependence of Y,, the number-of mixed micelles with n 
amphiphiles and optimal composition A,, has the same functional 
form as Y,, of one-component micelles. If W,, cf. (3.13), were 
independent of n, (n) and other moments of Y, would depend on 
S in a fashion analogous to the single-component case. (e.g., ( n )  - SI/*; cf. (2.22)). However, W,, is not a constant. In fact, since 
W,, represents the width of the composition distribution, Le., the 
fluctuations around the most probable composition, it is expected 
that W,, - n1j2. We next show that this is indeed the case. 

Expanding In Yn,ngc,ng~ in a power series in nBC - ZBC and nBS - 
fiBS and keeping only the first nonvanishing (quadratic) terms in 
the expansion, it is easily verified that 

with 

p a2pio 
hi  = -[ -1 i = s, c (3.21) 

Xi=,& 
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We shall refer to (3.20) as the Gaussian approGmation for YnaCa8. 
In section 4 we shall show that hi > 0 (Le., Y, is indeed a max- 
imum). Moreover, it will be shown that (3.20) is an excellent 
approximation for most cases of interest. 

In order to derive a closed-form expression for Y,, it is convenient 
to replace the sums in (3.6) by integrals. More explicitly, we write 

Y,, = in-m dngC J m  dngS Yn,ngc,nBs - - 

Substituting (3.20) into (3.22), we find 

Y, = W,,?,, = Dm112(n - r n ) l I 2 ? , ,  (3.23) 

where 

D = D(n,rn,&,i,) = D,(n - rn,X,) Ds(m,i , )  (3.24) 

with 

p, is defined similarly but with h,, i,, and n - m replaced by h,, 
A,, and m, respectively. 

The integral (3.25) can be expressed as a sum of two error 
functions. More precisely, the integral in (3.25) equals (s1i2/2)[erf 
(-1) + erf (u)] where 1 and u are the lower and upper integration 
limits, respectively. The error function approaches unity as its 
argument increases, In sections 4 and 5 we shall see, using explicit 
expressions for hi&), that for most cases of interest the upper 
and lower limits of the integral in (3.25) are such tkat both error 
functions are essentially unity, implying Di = [7r/hi(Ai)]1/Z or, from 
(3.24a) 

D N s / [ h , ( i c ) h , ( X , ) ] ' / 2  (3.24a) 

Thus D isjn general independent of n. (It is however a function 
of A, and A,, or, more precisely, of either of these two quantities 
which are interrelated by (3.14)). Note from (3.24a) that the 
n dependence of D comes exclusively from D,. The only cases 
where :he n dependence of D, is not negligible is when both n - 
m and A, (or 1 - A,) are very small (n  - m I 50, X, I 0.01). Since 
our focus is mainly on large micelles and nonnegligible fractions 
of cosurfactants these cases are of little interest here. (Note 
however that D and hence Y ,  can be calculated exactly, once for 
each value of n, using tabulated values of the error function. This 
is still a much simpler way to calculate Y,,, compared to carrying 
out the full summation using (3.6) and (3.9)). 

Moments of the size distribution are defined, as for one-com- 
ponent aggregates, by (2.16). Using (3.17) and (3.23), we obtain 

M~ = nkw,,Fn = B nkqw,, (3.26a) 

= hDm'/2 ( n  - m)l/2nk? (3.26b) 

where in the last equality it was assumed that D is independent 
of n. As noted above this is an excellent approximation when the 
major contribution to the sum comes from terms with n >> m ,  
Le., in the "high concentration" (S >> Y l )  regime when most 
amphiphiles are incorporated in large aggregates. Also in this 
limit Y ,  << Mk and hence the monomer contribution to Mk has 
been ignored; cf. (2.16). Finally, the sum in (3.26a) can safely 
be replaced in this regime by an integral, yielding (after some 
algebraic manipulations) 

nbm n t m  

n b m  

M k  = C q m x m t 1 / 2 ( m  + t)&ij' dt = 

(3.27) 

where C = C(i,) = BDrn1i2 and r (x)  is the gamma function. As 

in the case of single-component aggregates the S >> Y l  limit 
corresponds to q - 1 (compare, e.g., (3.26a) and (3.27) with 
(2.16) and (2.18)). Thus, the major contribution to Mk in (3.27) 
comes from the j = k term in the sum, implying 

h f k  N cpr(k + 3/)/(-ln 4)k+3/2  (3.28) 

One of the most interesting results that follows immediately 
from the last equation pertains to the dependence of the weight 
average ( n )  on total amphiphile concentration S = M I  

where we have used F(x+l) = xI'(x). The ( n )  - S2l5 dependence 
for mixed aggregates should be contrasted with the ( n )  - 
dependence for pure aggregates. The slower increase of n with 
S for mixed awegates  is due to the n1l2 dewndence of W.. [More -- - I. L 

generally, it can be shown that if Y, - n'qn so that S = M I  
X:na+lqn and ( n )  = M2/MI = Cn"+2qn/(Xnuqn), then (for q - 
1) ( n )  a S1/(a+2).] 

We note again, however, that_this result is valid only for large 
enough ( n  - m and) A, and 1 - A,, Le., for large mixed micelles 
in which ther? is enoughTbut not too much-cosurfactant. For, 
in the limits A, - 0 and X, - 1, there is a "cross-over" from S2l5 
to S1l2 behavior for ( n ) ,  consistent with the familiar pure micelle 
result. l 5  

For given S and SB, calculation of the size-composition dis- 
tribution (3.9) or the size distribution (3.6) and their moments 
requires the values of the two parameters x and I), which, in 
principle, should be evaluated by solving the two conservation 
equations (3.3) and (3.4) (or (3.7)). In practice, it is simpler to 
choose x and # as the independent (input) variables, calculate 
the various distributions and their desired moments, and (through 
(3.3) and (3.4)) evaluate the corresponding S and SB. Alterna- 
tively, one may start with the (experimentally controllable) 
variables S and SB as input parameters and determine x and I) 
(or another pair of equivalent parameters) to a very good accuracy 
with (3.17) and the approximate representations (3.20) and (_3.23). 
To demonstrate the procedure we first note that if 4 and A, are 
known so also are x and #, x can be determined from (3.19) and 
$ from (3.14). (Recall that fiso(Acl is modeled independently and 
that (3.14) uniqyely relates X, to X, and I); see section 4). Note 
also that 4 and A, suffice for determining Yn,nBc,ngs, Y,,, and their 
moments. Equation 3.28 or 3.27 for M I  = S provides one rela- 
tionship between S and the unknowns 4 and ic. Another equation 
( A  = SB/S) relates these two parameters to SB. From the 
Gaussian representation (3.20) it follows that for any micellar 
size n, the average fraction of cosurfactan! in the cylindrical part 
(X,),, is equal to the most probable value, A,, which is injependent 
of n. Thus, (Ac),, = A, = (A,). Similarly, ( A s l n  = A,-= (A,]. 
Hence_ (A)J = ( n  - m)(A,)  + m(A,)  = ( n  - m)A, + mA, = nX, 
+ m(A, - A,) and, using eq (3.7) 

S ~ / S  = [icCn2yn + (is - i c ) m ~ ~ , , 1 / ( C n ~ , , )  = 

~ , ( M ~ / M ~ )  + (X, - i , ) m M o / M ,  = Xc(n )  + (is - i , ) r n ( l / n )  
(3.30) 

where we have used Mk = CnkY,,  (n') = Cn'-:Y,,!M,, and M ,  
= S. Recall that A, is uniquely dete_rmined by A, via (3.14) and 
;he Mk's are known as functions of A, and 4 from (3.28). 4 and 
A, can now be evaluated by a numerical solution of (3.30) and 
(3.28) (for k = 1) for any S and SB. These equations, as well 
as all the expressions for the size and size-composition distribu- 
tions, require explicit expressions for po,nBE,nBI. This is the subject 
of the next section. 

4. Standard Chemical Potential 
In the two previous sections the standard chemical potential 

of a spherocylindrical micelle has been expressed as a weighted 
sum of the standard chemical potentials per monomer, bo, in the 

n 
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between the charged surfactant head groups.8-’2 Thus, addition 
of cosurfactant dilutes the surface charge density or, equivalently, 
increases the effective head-group area per surfactant molecule. 
Interactions between B-B and A-B head groups are assumed 
negligible. In a region of a micelle of arbitrary uniform geometry 
i (= s, c, etc.) containing nAi A molecules and ngi B molecules, 
the effective area per charged (A) head group is thus 

spherical and cylindrical portions of the micelle; cf. (2.12) and 
(3.10). This “additivity” is a standard assumption in the ther- 
modynamic descriptions of amphiphile self-assembly and, in turn, 
the Po’s are commonly modeled via the notion of the “opposing 
 force^".^^^^-^^ In this section we adopt these assumptions and 
extend them to account for the effects of incorporating cosurfactant 
molecules into the aggregates. 

Consider first a single-component aggregate. The prevailing 
phenomenological representation of the opposing forces for a region 
of well-defined curvature i, (e.g., the spherical or cylindrical 
portions of a spherocylinder), is 

PI” = y ( a ,  - d )  + c / a ,  + g (4.la) 

= 2 7 ~ 0  + ya,( l  - ( a o / ~ , ) ) ~  - yd + g (4.lb) 

where a. = ( ~ / - y ) ’ / ~ .  The first two terms in (4.la) model the 
“opposing forces” operative in the interface between the hydro- 
phobic core of the micelle and the surrounding solution. a, is the 
area per amphiphile at the interface, for micellar geometry i (e.g. 
i = c, s). The first term accounts for the hydrophobic effect, which 
tends to minimize the area of contact between the hydrocarbon 
core and the solution. d denotes the actual area of the head group 
(with its hydration shell); Le., a, - (5 is the “net” hydrocarbon area 
exposed to contact with water. y is an interfacial tension, ap- 
proximately equal to the hydrocarbon-water surface tension. The 
second term in (4.la) models the electrostatic repulsion between 
the charged head groups of the (ionic) surfactants. This term 
tends to maximize a. The two opposing tendencies minimize p,O 
when a, = a. = ( c / y ) ’ I 2 ,  the “optimal area per head group”. 
Finally, the last term in (4.la), g, is the “bulk” of hydrocarbon-tail 
contribution to the standard chemical potential. It is usually 
measured with respect to the free energy of a free monomer in 
solution; Le., it is approximately equal to the free energy of transfer 
of the hydrocarbon tail from water to the bulk liquid hydro- 
~ a r b o n . ~ , ’ ~  (The hydrophobic core is regarded as a liquid hy- 
drocarbon droplet.) A common approximation for g is g - lrl0 
= a + bn, where n is the number of carbon atoms in the hydro- 
carbon tail of the amphiphile, and a and b are constants; a = -2000 
cal/mol, b - -800 cal/m01.~~’~ The parameters y, c, and g depend, 
in principle, on the micellar environment i; as in most treatments 
of amphiphilic aggregation, however, we shall assume that they 
are constants (for a given surfactant). 

Simple geometric considerations imply that for a spherical 
micelle of radius R the interfacial area per molecule is a, = a, 
= 3u/R where u is the volume of the hydrocarbon chain.’* Sim- 
ilarly for cylindrical micelles a, = 2u/R (and for bilayers with 
half-thickness R, ab = u/R). Clearly, if the hydrophobic core is 
compact (no holes), then necessarily R I I where I is the length 
of the fully extended hydrocarbon chain. If one assumes that the 
amphiphiles always pack such that a, = a. (minimal p , O ) ,  some 
micellar geometries must be excluded as impossible; e.g., if a. < 
3u/l I 3u/R = a,, spherical micelles are thermodynamically 
unstable, etc. In general, the optimal micellar geometry is the 
one that simultaneously allows a, = a. and corresponds to the 
formation of the smallest possible aggregates (which are en- 
tropically favorable). Strictly speaking, however, in order to treat 
definitively the competition between two or more micellar shapes 
it is necessary to include the geometry (i) and a dependence of 
the chain contribution g.23324 

Consider now a mixed aggregate containing ionic surfactants, 
A, and nonionic (alcohol) cosurfactants, B. We assume that all 
head groups, both ionic and nonionic, are located in the hydro- 
carbon-water interface and that their distribution is random. We 
shall limit the discussion here to the case where the hvdrocarbon 

= q / ( l  - Xi) (4.2b) 

Here aA,i and C J ~ , ~  are the average interfacial areas per surfactant 
and cosurfactant in geometry i, respectively. In the second equality 
it is assumed that aAj = aB,i = ai for all compositions Xi = nd/(nA1 
+ nd) and that gA = gB = g. (Both assumptions are in line with 
our previous assumption that the hydrophobic moieties of A and 
B are the same. Note that we are nor setting dA = d,; Le., the 
“bare” head-group areas are allowed to differ.) 

On the basis of the above considerations, the free energy 
(standard chemical potential) of a uniform micellar region i with 
composition Xi can be written as 

. .  

kT[(1 - Xi) In (1 - hi) + Xi In Xi] nipio(Xi) (4.3) I 
In the first equality above we have written the free energy as a 
sum of surfactant and cosurfactant contributions, plus a mixing 
entropy term. The electrostatic repulsion between the charged 
surfactants is reduced by a factor U ~ , ~ / U ~ ( X J  due to the presence 
of the “spacer” B. There are no electrostatic repulsion terms 
between A-B and B-B pairs, and d A  and dB are the “actual” 
(“bare”) head-group areas of A and B, respectively. In passing 
to the second equality of (4.3) we have used aAi = apt = ai, gA 

-nikT[hi In hi + (1 - hi) In (1 - Xi)], and C = ao2y, where a. is 
the optimal head-group area of A (in pure A micelle). Note that 
as hi -+ 0 we recover 3,” for pure A; see (4.la). 

Spherical micelles grow into rodlike aggregates only if p,” < 
E:, and the larger is p: - p,” the stronger is the tendency to grow. 
For pure A micelles (A = 0) this is reflected by the dependence 
of ( n )  on B = exp(-a); cf. (2.14) and (2.22). Similariy, for mixed 
aggregates the average micellar size increases with B, cf. (3.29), 
which from (3,18) and (t.12) is seen to de_crea:e exponentially 
withf,(U -L(U = [Pso(AJ - P:(AJl + +(A, - U. Qualitatively, 
from (4.3) we see that addition of cosurfactant is more effective 
in relieving the electrostatic strain in regions of lower curvature, 
Le., lower ai. (Note that a, < a,. For spheres and cylinders of 
identical radius R,  for example, a,/a, = 2/3) .  We thus expect that 
p,” - pCo (and consequently ( n ) )  will increase upon the addition 
of cosurfactant. ye t ,  this_ conclusion requires a more careful 
examination since X, and A, are, in gene$, different. 

To determine the relationship between X, and A,, y e  return to 
(3.14). Recalling that this equality holds for X, X, an< X, = 
A, and using (4.3) for i = s and i = c, we find that Xc and X, (and 
+) are related by 

= gB = g,  ngi = A i d ,  nAi = (1 - hi)ni, nAi + ngi = n’, TS,,,,, = 

tails of A and B are identical, so that chain organization in the 
hydrophobic core is essentially independent of the A/B ratio. 
Again, it is assumed that the alcohol acts as a “spacer” molecule 

-,(aA - a,) - 2yaoZ(1 - & ) / a c  + k T  In [&/(I  - i,)] = 
y(dA - a,) - 2yaO2(1 - i S ) / a ,  + k T  In [fi,/(l - is)] = -+ 

(4.4) 
The first equality can be solved numerically to establish th_e re- 
lationship between A, and x,. ~i~~~~ 1, x, is show,, vs. x, for 

as = 80 A2, 
and dA - dB = 20 A’. Figure 1 reveals that for the above pa- 

(23) McMullen, w. E.; Ben-Shaul, A.; Gelbart, w. M. J .  Colloid. Infer- 

(24) Ben-Shaul, A.; Gelbart, W. M. Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem. 1985, 36, 
face Sci. 1984, 98, 523. 

119. 
= 0*05kT/AZ ( - 2 5  dyn/cm), = aO = 5 5  
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A, 

Figure 1.. Optimal alcohol mole fraction in the hemispherical caps of the 
micelle, A,, as a fuqction-of the optimal mole fraction in the cylindrical 
midsection. Note A, C A,. The following parameters were used in the 
calculation: y = 0.05 k T / A Z ,  a, = 80 A*, a. = a, = 5 5  A’, 6, - cis = 
20 AZ, and m = 45. 

56.8 - 

43.8 - 

LY 

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 

A, 
Figure 2. The “growth“ parameter 2 vs. R,. (Parameters as in Figure 
1). 

rameters x, > &; Le., the cosurfactant is preferentially partitioned 
into the cylindrical region, where it is more effective in relieving 
the electrostatic strain. This nonuniform distribution of the alcohol 
between regions of different curvatures in the same aggregate or, 
more precisely, the preference of the alcohol for the regions of 
lower curvature is confirmed by the neutron scattering experiments 
of Hendrikx, Charvolin, and Rawiso.]’ 

Fromj4.4) we also obtain a unique relationship betwecn J.  and 
L, (and A,). Using (3.12) and (3.18), we can calculate B of b as 
a function of A,. Figure 2 shows & vs. X, for the same parameters 
used in Figure 1, and m = 45. (This value of m corresponds to 
the number of SDS molecules in a spherical micelle of radius R 
= 17 A and area per he?d group a, = 80 A2.) It is clearly seen 
that b increases, hence B decreases monotonically with A, con- 
firming that, indeed, the addition of cosurfactant enhances the 
tendency of the micelles to grow. In the next section we reveal 
this tendency more quantitatively in terms of the size distribution 
and ( n ) .  

Another quantity that appears in our expressions for ;he size 
distribution and can now be explicitly evaluated is ki(Ai); see 
(3.20)-(3.25). From (3.21) and (4.4) we obtain 

a02 1 
ai 2&(1 - Xi) 

hi(&) = py- + (4.5) 

Thus, for example, for i = c and a, = a, -- 50 A2 and y -- 
0.05kT/A2 the first term in (4.5) is 2.5 (fori = s and us = 1.5ao 
the first term =1.7). The second term, which resu!ts from the 
entropy of mixing in (4.3) is symmetrical around A, = 0.5 and 
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varies strongly with x, near i, = 0 and 1. Our main interest here 
(see below) is in the regime X, I 0.2, where the major contribution 
to h, is from the second term. 

Long-chain alcohols are sparingly soluble in water and do not 
form  micelle^.^ Thus, clearly, there must be an upper limit k on 
the fraction of alcohol in a mixed, surfactant-alcohol, micelle- 
because at high A’s the aggregate is mostly alcohol and therefore 
unstable. The value of x may vary from one micellar geometry 
to another. In fact, it is well-known that addition of alcohol to 
a hexagonal phase of rodlike (cylindrical) aggregate often induces 
a transition to a lamellar phase in which X is Yet, even 
the lamellar phase can only accommodate a limited amount of 
alcohol, beyond which further addition of alcohol leads to inverted 
aggregates or to phase separation, Le., to the formation of a bulk 
alcohol phase in equilibrium with the saturated micellar phase. 

The “solubility limit”, x, may be calculated by equating the 
chemical potentials of the alcohol in the micellar phase and in 
the bulk alcohol phase (which should also equal the chemical 
potential of the monomeric alcohol in the aqueous phase). Since 
F ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  is in fact the free energy of a micellar aggregate (fixed 
in space), the chemical potential of the alcohol in, say, the cyl- 
indrical part is ji, = (d~on,,Bc,ng~/dnBC). Using the explicit ex- 
pressions for pon,4cABs written down earlier in this section, equating 
ji,(X,) = jibulk, and assigning numerical values to the various 
parameters (a,, dB, 7, ao, g, jibuik), we could estimate Kc, the 
solubility limit in a cylindrical aggregate. However, the value 
of x, determined in this way is quite sensitive to the numerical 
values of the parameters which, unfortunately, are not accurately 
known. Thus, instead of attempting to determine we simply 
restrict our formulation and size distribution results for mixed 
surfactant-alcohol micelles to the range 0 5 A 5 x, with x sig- 
nificantly lower than 1. Our (rather crude) estimates for x, in 
dodecanol-SDS micelles, for instance, is x, 50 .2 ,  consistent with 
experimental data.25 

5. Results 
In this section we present some numerical examples based on 

the formalism developed in sections 3 and 4. We have carried 
out calculations of size distributions Y, based on the exact ex- 
pression (the “full sum”) that results from (3.6) and (3.9), i.e. 

Y, = exp(-pxn) C C eXP[--P(~on,nBc,nB~ + #f iB) l  (5 .1)  

with F ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  given by (3.10) and p,”(Ai) by (4.3). We have also 
calculated V, with the approximate expressio? (3.23) wjth D given 
by (3.24b). Except for very low values of A, and n (A <0.01, n 
5 100) the results derived from calculating U, and its moments 
with the approximate expression are in excellent agreement with 
those from the full sum. Since small micellar sizes (n  5 100) are 
only important a t  low overall concentrations (S), differences in, 
say, the values of ( n )  calculated with the exact and approximate 
expressions are expected (and have been observed) only for very 
small S values (S < An indication of the quality of the 
Gaussian appcoximation is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows 
Yn,h,is/Yn for X, = 0.05 and three values of-n ( n  = 100, 1000, and 
4000), calculated with (5.1). (Recall that A, uniquely determines 
$ and As.) It is seen that the curves are essentially Gaussian 
(except for n = 100 at the tail of the distribution). The widths 
are proportional to (n  - m)’I2,  as expected. 

As discussed earlier, the results presented in Figures 1-3, as 
well as in Figures 4-6 below, correspond to the following choice 
of molecular parameters: y = 0.05kT/g2, m = 45, a, = 80 A2, 
a, = a. = 55 A2 (=2as/3), and d A  - dB = 20 A2. (Only the 
difference between d, and dg,  and not their absolute values, is 
important for determing the size distribution and its moments.) 
The choices of m and us are interrelated and correspond, in SDS, 
to a compact hydrophobic core of radius - 16 8, and to the area 
per head group at  a radius of - 17 A. The value of y is based 

n-m m 

nsC=O ns‘=O 

( 2 5 )  Ogino, K.; Abe, M.; Jakesta, N.  Bull. Chem. SOC. Jpn .  1976, 49, 
3679. Vijayan, S.; Woods, D. R.; Vaya, H. Can. J .  Chem. Eng. 1978,56, 103. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of cosurfactant concentration in the cy!indtical 
section of the mic+ around the most probable value, Yn,ar,/Yn (Y,, = 
Y n , ~ , ~ )  vs. A,, for A, = 0.05. The three curves correspond to n = 100 (a), 
1000 (b), and 4000 (c). Note the approximately Gaussian shapes of the 
curves. The relative fluctuations in A,, as reflected by the widths of the 
distributions, are roughly proportional to (n - rn)'/*. (Parameters as in 
Figure 1). 
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Figure 4. Micellar size distributions vs. aggregation number for different 
values of composition (A) and overall concentration (S). The solid curves 
refer to A = 0, the dashed to A = 0.01, and the dotted to A = 0.1. Each 
curve is labeled further by its value of S. Note that for each A, the size 
increases with S; for fixed S, however, the most probable size first de- 
creases and then increases with A. 

on ref 4 (higher values are suggested in ref 15), and the ratio a,/a, 
== 2/3  is in accordance with packing criteria (section 4). It should 
be stressed however that these parameters involve considerable 
uncertainties (e.g., in ref 14 it is estimated that m = 60 based 
on assuming a hydrophobic core of radius 19 A, which, for SDS, 
is somewhat higher than common estimates4). Moreover, the 
phenomenological expressions used in section 4 for the K O ' S ,  al- 
though widely employed in descriptions of micelle formation and 
growth, are only suggestive. Thus, the results presented here are 
not meant to accurately simulate or predict experimental obser- 
vations. Rather, our aim is to point out some qualitative (or 
"semiquantitative") trends regarding the effects of nonionic co- 
surfactants on the size and composition distributions of micellar 
aggregates. 

The effects of added alcohol on the micellar size distribution 
are shown in Figure 4, for three different total concentrations. 
The dependence of the (weight) average aggregation number, (n), 
on A = ( A )  (cf. (3.7) and (3.16)), is shown in Figure 5 .  Both 
figures reveal that the average micellar size increases with the 
overall amphiphile concentration, S, for all A's. For pure micelles, 
(A = 0), this increase is predicted by (2.22). Similarly, for mixed 
micelles (A > 0), this behavior is consistent with (3.29), although 
the S dependence is different for A = 0 and A # 0 (see Figure 
6 below). 

A less obvious trend reflected in Figure 4 is that, for a given 
S, the average micellar size first decreases with A, reaches a 
minimum at  some small value of A, and finally increases mono- 

1500 1 / 'I 
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Figure 5. Average micellar size as a function of alcohol mole fraction 
A, for three different total amphiphile concentrations, S. (Same param- 
eters as in Figure 1). 
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Figure 6. log-log plot of the average micellar size as a function of overall 
amphiphile concentration, S, for pure micelles (A = 0) and mixed mi- 
celles A = 0.01 and A = 0.10. Note the different slopes of the A = 0 
(slope = 0.5) and A > 0 (=0.4) curves (see text). 

tonically (see Figure 5). Both the initial decrease of ( n )  and its 
subsequent increase are more pronounced for higher values of S .  
A qualitative explanation of this behavior follows from-the (ap- 
proximate) expression 3.29. Noti?g that both D and B depend 
on A, (and A,, which depends on A,; cf. Figure 2) we find 

(5.2) 
where in the second equality we have used (3.24b) and B = 
exp_(-&). Since ( A )  = A is a monotonically increasing function 
of A,, a ( n ) / a A  = d(n)/dA,. Using the expressions derived for 
&'(Ai) in section 4, we could express (5.2) as an explicit function 
of A,, but we shall skip this (rather complicated) procedure and 
note simply instead that the two terms in the square brackets in 
(5.2) have opposite signs. As clearlx seen f;om (4.5) h, is always 
positive ?nd decreases rapidly with A, (for A,< particularly 
so near A, = 0. (?h,/dA, - --m and 0 as A, - 0-and I / * ,  re- 
spectively.) Since A, increases m o n ~ t o n i ~ a l l ~  with A,, cf. Figure 
1, it is clear that dh,/dA,= (ah,/aA,)(aA,/aA,) is also negative. 
On the other haqd, d&/dA, is always positive and nearly constant 
in the relevant A, range. 

Thus, it is not surprising that (n) first decreases with x, and 
then, after reaching a minimum, starts increasing again. Both 
the initial decrease and the subsequent increase are proportional 
Lo (n), or equivalently to S2I5; hence the minimum in the ( n )  vs. 
A, plot is more pronounced fo; larger S. Finally it should be noted 
that the decrease of hi with Ai is due to the mixi?g entropy con- 
tribution to pio, whereas the increase of & with Ai is mainly due 
to the energetic terms (the opposing forces) in pio. Accordingly, 
we may say that the initial decrease of ( n )  with A at  the small 
A values is due to the dominance of the entropic contribution, 
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whereas the later increase of ( n )  is energy dominated. 
Figure 6 shows the variation of the average aggregation number 

as a function of total amphiphile (surfactant-alcohol) concen- 
tration for (i) pure surfactant micelles, (ii) mixed micelles with 
very small alcohol content, A = 0.01, and (iii) mixed micelles with 
A = 0.10. In all three cases ( n )  was calculated exactly, Le., using 
the full sums, ( n )  = x n 2 Y n / S  with Y ,  given by (2.8) (or (2.1 1)) 
and (5.1) for A = 0 and A > 0, respectively. The asymptotic 
expressions, (2.22) for A = 0 and (2.29) for A > 0, predict that 
the slopes of the log ( n )  vs. log S plots should be 0.5 and 0.4, 
respectively. The slopes that we evaluate from (the high S regions 
of) the curves are ~ 0 . 4 7  and ~ 0 . 3 7 ,  respectively, Le., close yet 
not exactly equal to the asymptotic values. These small differences 
are quitely likely due to the neglect of the lower order terms in 
passing from (2.17) to (2.21) for A = 0 and from (3.27) to (3.28) 
for A > 0. 

6. Concluding Remarks 
Starting from basic statistical mechanical principles we have 

derived explicit expressions for the size and composition distri- 
butions of mixed micellar aggregates. It has been shown that the 
compositions of different local microenvironments within a given 
aggregate are generally different. This difference implies different 
aggregate growth characteristics compared to pure aggregates. 
Also, due to composition fluctuations in the binary aggregates 
their average size increases more slowly ( w S ~ / ~ )  with total am- 
phiphile concentration compared to pure ( aggregates. 

In mixed, spherocylindrical, ionic surfactant-alcohol micelles 
the alcohol content in the cylindrical midsection is higher than 
in the hemispherical caps. At very low alcohol mole fractions the 
average micellar size tends to decrease with added alcohol. After 
reaching a minimum, the average size increases again upon further 
addition of alcohol. 

Some of the above conclusions are based on several assumptions 
that seem both reasonable and consistent with available experi- 
mental information but that so far do not have a definitive vin- 
dication. These include the assumption regarding the role of the 
alcohol as a “spacer”, the way it it packed in the aggregate, and 
the ideal mixing of the two components. 

Finally, it should be noted that the numerical results presented 
in the previous section are quite sensitive to the choice of the 
(crudely estimated) molecular parameters such as as, a,, a,, 7, 
and m, as well as to the representation of the forces responsible 
for micelle formation and growth. Thus our numerical examples 
should be regarded only as illustrative trends rather than as 
predictions of the behaviors for specific systems. 
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Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering Spectra of 1-Butene and 1 ‘3-Butadiene Adsorbed 
on Coldly Evaporated Silver Films 
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The surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectra were measured for 1 -butene and 1,3-butadiene forming monomolecular 
layers on coldly evaporated silver films. The SERS spectra of I-butene prove that the adsorbate forms a weakly bonded 
species to the silver surface, which is evident from a shift to a lower frequency side by 36 cm-’ of the C=C stretching vibration 
compared to the corresponding vibration observed for the bulk sample. The surface spectra also indicate that, on adsorption 
to the silver surface, 1-butene is fixed mainly in the cis form, one of the two possible rotational isomers (the cis and skew 
conformers). The adsorption characteristic of 1,3-butadiene is different from that of I-butene. Below 100 K the SERS 
spectra of the diolefin indicate the existence of three kinds of adsorbates in the first layer on top of the silver surface; one 
of them gives a C=C stretching vibration at 1637 cm-I, which coincides with the corresponding frequency observed for the 
bulk diolefin, and a strong and broad CH2 out-of-plane wagging vibration at 918 cm-I, and the second and third adsorbates 
give the C=C stretching mode near 1625 and 1605 cm-I, respectively, and the CH, out-of-plane wagging mode near 932 
cm-I. Annealing behavior of the SERS spectra in the 130-60 K region proves that the 1637-cm-’ species desorbs around 
110 K, whereas the other adsorbates are still bound to the silver surface at this temperature. From Raman spectra of model 
systems, 1,3-butadiene/AgBF4/H20 and 1 ,3-butadiene/AgBF,/CH30H, it was suggested that the 1625- and 1605-cm-’ 
species are ascribable to the diolefins that interact with positively charged silver atoms on the surface, the former species 
having one of its double bonds attached to the silver atom and the latter two double bonds attached to the atom. 

Introduction 
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectra of ad- 

sorbed molecules on vacuum-evaporated silver films have provided 
us with valuable information about how the adsorbates interact 
with silver surfaces and how the interaction modifies the structure 
of the adsorbates.’*2 Especially the SERS spectra of olefins 

(1) Chang, R. K., Furtak, T. E., Eds. Surface-Enhanced Raman Scat- 
tering Plenum: New York, 1981. 

(2) Pockrand, I. Surface Enhanced Raman Vibrational Studies at Sol- 
id/Gas Interfaces; Springer-Verlag: Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, Tokyo, 
1984. 

including ethylene and butene isomers adsorbed on coldly evap- 
orated silver films-i.e., thick silver films evaporated on substrates 
cooled below 120 K-have attracted much attention of research 

who considered that the study of the structures of olefins 
adsorbed on top of the silver surfaces gives clues to elucidate the 

(3) Moskovits, M.; DiLella, D. P. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1980, 73, 500. 
(4) DiLella, D. P.; Moskovits, M. J .  Phys. Chem. 1981, 85, 2042. 
(5) Pockrand, I. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1982, 92, 514. 
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